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ABSTRACT
Tag recommendation is helpful for the categorization and
searching of online content. Existing tag recommendation
methods can be divided into collaborative filtering meth-
ods and content based methods. In this paper, we put our
focus on the content based tag recommendation due to its
wider applicability. Our key observation is the tag-content
co-occurrence, i.e., many tags have appeared multiple times
in the corresponding content. Based on this observation, we
propose a generative model (Tag2Word), where we generate
the words based on the tag-word distribution as well as the
tag itself. Experimental evaluations on real data sets demon-
strate that the proposed method outperforms several exist-
ing methods in terms of recommendation accuracy, while
enjoying linear scalability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tags usually indicate the keywords that help people to

describe the online content, and therefore allow better in-
formation organization and retrieval. However, over 50%
online content lacks tag information or even does not have
tags at all [13]. Additionally, it is often painstaking for users
(even the content creators) to manually tag the online con-
tent, especially under many situations where the users are
not certain about what the appropriate tags are. Therefore,
tag recommendation is necessary to automatically provide
suitable tags for online content.
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Roughly, existing tag recommendation methods can be di-
vided into collaborative filtering methods and content based
methods. Collaborative filtering methods aim to provide
subjective tag recommendations based on users’ historical
behavior. On the other hand, content based methods take
the content as input, and therefore have a wider applicability
(see Section 5 for a review).

In this work, we put our focus on the content based tag
recommendation. Our key observation is the tag-content co-
occurrence phenomenon that widely exists in many online
content sites. Figure 1 gives several examples from differ-
ent websites. As we can see from the figures, many tags
have appeared multiple times in the corresponding content.
However, such co-occurrence is largely ignored by existing
work.

In this paper, we propose a model Tag2Word to leverage
the tag-content co-occurrence phenomenon. We take a gen-
erative view by generating the content words based on the
tag-word distribution1 and the tag itself. In other words,
when generating a word, we directly use the tag as the word
with a probability (which can be learned for different do-
mains), and sample the word from the tag-word distribution
otherwise.

The main contributions of this paper include:

• A generative model for content based tag recommenda-
tion. The model makes use the tag-content co-occurrence
observation. Typically, we use the title and the body
of a post as the content (Tag2Word). To speed up, we
can simply use the title as content (Tag2Word0).

• Experimental evaluations on the two data sets demon-
strating the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed
methods. For example, compared with the existing
best competitors, the proposed methods can lead up
to 15.0% improvement in terms of prediction accuracy,
while enjoying linear scalability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the problem definition. Section 3 describes the
proposed method. Section 4 presents the experimental eval-

1The tag-word distribution or the topic-word distribution
can be learned by topic models.



(a) Stack Overflow (b) Mathematics Stack Exchange

(c) Freecode (d) Ask ubuntu

Figure 1: Tag-content co-occurrence examples on different websites.

Table 1: Symbols.
Symbol Definition and Description

D Collection of documents
V Vocabulary
T Tag space
M Total number of documents
K Total number of latent topics
−→
W d List of words in document d
−→
Λ d List of tags in document d
Nd Number of words in document d

uations. Section 5 reviews related work, and Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we present the problem statement. Table

1 lists the main symbols used throughout this paper. We
use D to stand for a collection of input documents2. Each

document d contains a list of words
−→
W d and a list of tags−→

Λ d. All the words form the vocabulary V , and all the tags
form the tag space T . We denote K as the total number of
latent topics in the input documents.

With these notations, we define the tag recommendation
problem as

Problem 1. Tag Recommendation Problem

Given: (1) a collection of documents D, where each docu-

ment d ∈ D has its own words
−→
W d and tags

−→
Λ d, and

2In this paper, we interchangeably use ‘document’ and ‘post’
as both of them indicate the online content that we aim to
recommend tags for.

(2) a new document dnew /∈ D which only contains

words
−→
W dnew ;

Find: the estimated list of tags for the new document dnew.

In the above problem definition, although not explicitly

stated, words in
−→
Λ d may have appeared multiple times in−→

W d for a given document d. In addition, the observation
holds when we only use the words in the title as the content.
Identifying and exploiting such co-occurrence is the main
difference between our work and the existing work on this
problem.

3. THE TAG2WORD MODEL
In this section, we present the proposed Tag2Word model

for Problem 1. We use generative models to incorporate
the tag-content co-occurrence, as it is a more natural way
compared to the discriminative models. Figure 2 shows the
graphical representation for Tag2Word.

As we can see from the figure, there are three parts in
Tag2Word:

• First, Tag2Word builds on the LDA model [2] to gen-
erate words for documents. For each document, LDA
assumes that it has several latent topics (θ). Words are
generated from a specific topic (z) and the topic-word
distributions (Φ).

• Second, following the LLDA model [17], we assume
that the tags Λ determine the latent topics during the
generative process, and constrain that tag and latent
topic are one-one correspondent. That is, each tag is
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Figure 2: Graphical representation for Tag2Word.

Table 2: Generative process of Tag2Word.

1 For each t o p i c k ∈ [1,K]

2 Generate
−→
Φ k ∼ Dir(−→η )

3 Generate Ψk ∼ Beta(
−→
β )

4 For each document d ∈ [1,M ]
5 For each t o p i c k ∈ [1,K]
6 Generate Λd,k ∈ {0, 1} ∼ Bernoulli(γk)

7 Generate −→α d =
−→
Λ d ◦ −→α

8 Generate
−→
θ d ∼ Dir(−→α d)

9 For each word i ∈ [1, Nd]

10 Generate zi ∼Mult(
−→
θ d)

11 Generate xi ∈ {0, 1} ∼ Bernoulli(Ψzi)
12 i f xi = 1
13 Generate wi ∼ Identity(zi)
14 e l s e

15 Generate wi ∼Mult(
−→
Φ zi)

associated with one topic, and the topic number of a
document is the same with its tag number3.

• Third, to make use of the tag-content co-occurrence,
we further add a latent variable x to indicate the prob-
ability that the word w is generated by the tag itself (z)
or by the tag-word distribution (Φ). The latent vari-
able x is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution (Ψ),
and it is dependent on the specific topic (z), i.e., dif-
ferent topics may have different probabilities.

The generative process for our model is summarized in
Table 2. For each topic k, Step 2 draws a multinomial topic-

word distribution
−→
Φ k from a Dirichlet prior −→η , and Step

3 draws a Bernoulli distribution Ψk from a Beta prior
−→
β .

Here, Ψk indicates the probability to directly use the tag
as the generated word for tag/topic k. For each document

d, a multinomial distribution
−→
θ d is drawn over restricted

topics that correspond to its tags
−→
Λ d

4 (Steps 5-8). In Step

7, we compute the Hardamard product between
−→
Λ d and −→α ,

3The total number of topics is the same with the total num-
ber of tags, i.e., K = |T |.
4The tags

−→
Λ d in document d are observed variables in the

model, and the prior γ is unused. We include it for com-
pleteness.

so that the topic assignment zi for each word in document
d is limited within its own tags. For each word i, we use a
latent variable xi to determine where it is generated from.
When xi equals 1, the word is directly generated using the
tag zi (Steps 12-13). Otherwise, if xi equals 0, the word

is generated from the multinomial distributions
−→
Φ zi for the

topic/tag (Steps 14-15).
To solve the model, we can develop a Gibbs sampling algo-

rithm to train the parameters. However, Gibbs sampling is
inherently stochastic and unstable when iterations are not
enough. On the other hand, it is noticed that the CVB0
learning algorithm [1] converges faster and more stable than
the Gibbs sampling algorithm [16]. Therefore, we choose to
build our learning algorithm based on CVB0 approximation
algorithm. The details are omitted for brevity.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental evaluations.

The experiments are designed to answer the following ques-
tions:

• Effectiveness: How accurate is the proposed algorithm
for tag recommendation?

• Efficiency: How scalable is the proposed algorithm?

4.1 Experimental Setup
We study two data sets of Stack Overflow (SO) and Math-

ematics Stack Exchange (Math). Both data sets are offi-
cially published and publicly available5. For each data set, it
contains question posts and their corresponding tags. Each
question post contains a title and a body. We need some pre-
processing on the data sets. For the posts, we remove the
stopwords and some low frequency words to reduce noise.
We deliberately keep those words that are tags (e.g., C or
VB). All the remaining words are then stemmed. For the
tags, we remove some low frequency tags as they are seldom
used. Table 3 shows the statistics of the two preprocessed
data sets.

For these two data sets, we randomly select 90% posts
as training data and use the rest as test data. Since some
compared methods are computationally prohibitive on the
whole SO data, we also randomly sample subsets (SO-10K
and SO-100K) of the whole SO data to compare their effec-
tiveness results. For the three hyper-parameters, we fix α,
η, and β to 50/K, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively.

As to evaluation metrics, we adopt Recall@n for effective-
ness comparison. The reason is that finding all the useful
tags in the recommendation list is important for tag recom-
mendation tasks [19]. As to the list size n, we choose n = 5
and n = 10 as such choices will not cause many burdens to
the users. Recall@n is defined as follows

Recall@n =
1

M

M∑
i=1

hit(n)i
tagi

(1)

where M is the number of posts in the data, hit(n)i is the
number of tags that have been successfully recommended in
the top-n ranked list, and tagi is the number of actual tags
of the ith post.

For efficiency, we simply report the wall-clock time of the
proposed algorithm. All the experiments were run on a ma-
chine with eight 3.4GHz Intel Cores and 32GB memory.
5http://blog.stackoverflow.com/tags/cc-wiki-dump/



Table 3: Statistics of the Datasets
Dataset # of posts Post vocabulary size # of tags # of average words per post

Math 19950 7705 461 54
SO 3350978 9357 1035 81

Table 4: Effective Comparisons on SO-10K data.
Higher is better. Tag2Word outperforms all the
compared methods.

Methods Recall@5 Recall@10

LLDA 0.47805 0.58870
Link-LDA 0.33651 0.43010
MATAR 0.48988 0.55168

Snaff 0.38248 0.48103
Maxide 0.38995 0.46815

Tag2Word 0.56330 0.67707
Tag2Word0 0.58538 0.65870

4.2 Experiemental Results
Next, we present the experimental results.

4.2.1 Empirical Study
We first empirically study the tag-content co-occurrence

in the two data sets. We find that more than 70% tags
have appeared in the content of the SO data, while only less
than 30% tags have appeared in the content of the Math
data. Moreover, there are over 30% posts in the SO data
that have all tags appeared in the content. We also study
the degree of tag-content co-occurrence when only the title
of the post is used as content. We found that 65.3% posts
in SO data and 15.4% posts in Math data have at least one
tag appeared in the title.

Overall, we find that the tag-content co-occurrence exists
in both data sets, although the co-occurrence degree may
be different in different domains. Additionally, tags may
appear in both the title and the body of the content.

4.2.2 Effectiveness Results
For effectiveness, we compare the proposed Tag2Word

with several existing methods including LLDA [17], Link-
LDA [3], MATAR [9], Snaff [10], and Maxide [31]. In the
compared methods, LLDA and Link-LDA are topic models,
MATAR and Maxide are multi-label learning methods, and
Snaff is a hybrid method. The results are shown in Table 4
- 7. In the tables, we show the results of both Tag2Word
and Tag2Word0, where Tag2Word takes both title and body
as content and Tag2Word0 takes only title as content. On
the whole SO data, we do not show the results of Maxide
and MATAR as they are computationally prohibitive (e.g.,
cannot return results in 24 hours).

There are several observations from the tables. First,
Tag2Word outperforms all the compared existing methods
on all the data sets. For example, on SO-10K data, Tag2Word
improves its best competitors (MATAR and LLDA, respec-
tively) by 14.9% wrt Recall@5 and by 15.0% wrt Recall@10.
On Math data, Tag2Word is 3.7% and 4.1% better than
the best competitor LLDA for Recall@5 and Recall@10, re-
spectively. This result indicates that the tag-content co-
occurrence indeed can help improve the recommendation ac-
curacy, especially considering that LLDA can be a special

Table 5: Effective Comparisons on SO-100K data.
Higher is better. Tag2Word outperforms all the
compared methods.

Methods Recall@5 Recall@10

LLDA 0.54254 0.64804
Link-LDA 0.32907 0.42514
MATAR 0.53774 0.59125

Snaff 0.45165 0.54921
Maxide 0.50998 0.62361

Tag2Word 0.60939 0.70339
Tag2Word0 0.63607 0.71477

Table 6: Effective Comparisons on whole SO data.
Higher is better. Tag2Word outperforms all the
compared methods.

Methods Recall@5 Recall@10

LLDA 0.55660 0.66422
Link-LDA 0.33847 0.43429
MATAR - -

Snaff 0.46402 0.58363
Maxide - -

Tag2Word 0.62169 0.71036
Tag2Word0 0.64548 0.72682

case of Tag2Word if we delete the tag-content co-occurrence
considerations in the model. Second, we find that the im-
provement of Tag2Word is more significant on the SO data
than the Math data. This is probably due to the fact that
the tag-content co-occurrence degree is higher on SO than
that on Math. Third, comparing the results on three SO
data, we can find that the recommendation accuracy im-
proves as the training data size increases. Finally, Tag2Word0

can already achieve better results than the existing methods
on the SO data. Tag2Word0 can even outperform Tag2Word
in some cases. This is due to the fact that even when only
the title is considered, the tag-content co-occurrence degree
is already very high on the SO data. This means that we
can recommend tags solely based on the title of the content,
if there are plenty tags appeared in the title of the content.

4.2.3 Efficiency Results
Next, we study the scalability of the proposed algorithm

in the training stage. We vary the size of the training data
on the SO data, and report the results of wall-clock time in
Figure 3. Similar results are observed on Math data, and
we omit the figures for brevity.

As we can see from the figure, both Tag2Word and Tag2Word0

scale linearly wrt the size of training data (the number of
posts), which is also consistent with our algorithm analysis
in Section 4.2. Additionally, Tag2Word0 runs much faster
than Tag2Word (around 9x faster), as it only involves the
title as input.

We also compare the prediction time for a new post at the



Table 7: Effective Comparisons on Math data.
Higher is better. Tag2Word outperforms all the
compared methods.

Methods Recall@5 Recall@10

LLDA 0.58859 0.68992
Link-LDA 0.43850 0.58259
MATAR 0.55271 0.65750

Snaff 0.48833 0.57042
Maxide 0.52436 0.64942

Tag2Word 0.61057 0.71797
Tag2Word0 0.59352 0.68529
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Figure 3: Scalability of the proposed algorithm2.
Both Tag2Word and Tag2Word0 scale linearly wrt
the data size.

response stage of different methods. The results on Math
data are showed in Figure 4. Similar results are observed on
the SO data. As we can see, both Tag2Word and Tag2Word0

can make predictions within 20 seconds. Tag2Word and
LLDA have comparable response speed. The response time
of MATAR is long as it adopts the lazy strategy. Snaff and
Link-LDA are faster, andTag2Word0 can have close response
time with them.

5. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the related work. We

roughly divide existing tag recommendation methods into
collaborative filtering method and content-based method.

The key insight of collaborative filtering method is to em-
ploy the tagging histories (i.e., user-item-tag tuples). For
example, Symeonidis et al. [26] model users, items, and
tags into 3-order tensors and use high-order singular value
decomposition to recommend tags; Rendle et al. [19, 20]
further model the pairwise rankings into tensor factoriza-
tion; Fang et al. [4] propose a non-linear tensor factorization
method via Gaussian kernel; Feng et al. [5] model a social
tagging system as a multi-type graph, and recommend tag
by learning the weights of nodes and edges in the graph.
Other examples in this category include [7, 23, 24, 6]. Meth-
ods in this class are more suitable to recommend a list of
personalized tags for a fixed set of items, and they are not
able to recommend tags for new content.

In contrast to collaborative filtering method, content based
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has a favorable response speed.

method takes the content as input, and therefore could be
used to recommend tags for new content. For example, Sood
et al. [25] and Mishne [14] leverage previous tags associated
with similar content to recommend tags for new content.
Murfi et al. [15] first use keyword extraction to filter candi-
date tags and then apply non-negative matrix factorization
for tag recommendation; Wang et al. [28] also extract key-
words, and then apply association rules to recommend tags.
Erosheva et al. [3] extends LDA by mixing the generation
of tags and words; Ramage et al. [17] also extends LDA by
constraining the one-one correspondence between tags and
latent topics. Other examples include [8, 18, 21, 29, 22].
Our method falls into this category of content based method.
Different from the above work, our main observation is from
the tag-content co-occurrence.

Recently, there are also some other lines of research about
tag recommendation. For example, Lops et al. [12] design a
hybrid tag recommender that combines the collaborative fil-
tering and content based methods. Liu et al. [11] explore
locations to recommend tags for photos. Xia et al. [30]
combine several components for software information sites.
Wang et al. [27] adopt a deep learning model and combine
probabilistic matrix factorization to find effective and com-
pact content representation for tag recommendation.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a content based tag rec-

ommendation model Tag2Word as well as its variant Tag2Word0.
Our key observation is that the tags usually appear as regu-
lar words in the content. Then, the proposed model takes a
generative view to incorporate such observation to improve
the recommendation accuracy. Experimental evaluations on
two real data sets show that the proposed methods can lead
up to 15.0% improvement over the best competitors in terms
of prediction accuracy, while enjoying linear scalability in the
training stage.
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